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ABSTRACT Oi
Some least-squares methods appropriate for use on the 
digital computer are studied in terms of their effectiveness 
in the interpretation of gravity anomalies caused by two- 
dimensional structures. The parameters to be determined by 
these least-squares procedures are usually nonlinear in gravity 
problems. Therefore,the Marquardt and Gradient methods are 
used to obtain the estimates of nonlinear parameters. The 
Newton-Gauss method and its effectiveness in the interpretations 
are also studied.
Two-dimensional model studies are used to compare the 
effectiveness of the methods. Computer programs are written to 
adjust the vertex coordinates of the polygon,both vertically 
and horizontally,to minimize the differences between the calcu­
lated and observed anomalies.
In the first part of the thesis,the observed anomaly is 
calculated for a synthetic two-dimensional polygon. An interpre­
tation .is made, by using an iterative procedure which is. sensitive 
to the initial model. To study this dependence,several simulated 
geologic'constraints are,imposed upon the initial model. As the 
model is further constrained,the final interpretation is 
considerably improved.
'In the second part of the thesis, the techniques and- methods
iii
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developed in the model-study part are applied to gravity field 
data obtained from Gaca's thesis along the profile C-C!• Two 
interpretations for the same observed Bouguer anomaly are made.
The first interpretation is obtained using a constant density 
contrast. In the second interpretation, a variable density contrast 
approach is used to improve the interpretation. These interpre­
tations agree reasonably well with Gaca’s interpretation.
Reasonably good gravity interpretations can be obtained 
starting with any initial model with both the Marquardt and 
Gradient methods. A feasible initial model usually yields a 
better fit and a better synthetic anomaly interpretation, and the 
convergence rate is relatively rapid.
The variable density contrast interpretation is more 
realistic than the constant contrast approach to the field problem 
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The ambiguity in determining the mass distribution 
of the gravitating body responsible for a given anomaly is 
a major difficulty in gravity interpretation. Curve fitting 
methods have been used in solving this problem, which is the 
well-known inverse problem of potential field theory. Least- 
squares methods are widely used in this respect and have 
gained appreciable popularity in recent years.
In this study, the least-squares criterion has been 
used to fit the gravity values-calculated,for- an assumed 
two-dimensional body of polygonal outline to the observed grav­
ity . This approximation can be made reasonably well by making 
the number of sides of the polygon very large. Three methods 
of least-squares curve fitting are employed in this research.
The characteristics of these methods are discussed in detail 
in the paragraphs below and in the theory section.
Corbato (1965, p.228) derived expressions for
the vertical gravitational attraction of a two-dimensional 
polygon, and used a least-squares procedure to fit the calcu­
lated anomalies to the'observed values. The essential objective 
is to find the optimum vertex positions of the polygon which 
yield‘a close approximation"to the.given anomaly^He applied this, 
technique' successfully'to a two-dimensional glacier problem.
1
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Corbato used the Taylor series method- (Newton-G-auss)
to linearize the parameters,and he assumed that the model 
was a linear one. Unfortunately,however,most of the problems 
we encounter have nonlinear parameters. In order to reach a 
global minimum, Corbato had to find an initial model which was 
in the region of convergence and would approximate the nonlinear 
model. Such a model is not always easily obtained. Realistic 
and convergent results might not have been obtained if the chosen 
model had not closely approximated the actual mass distribution.
an optimum interpolation between the Taylor series method which 
linearizes the parameters and the Gradient method (Steepest 
Descent) which converges slowly but certainly. The interpolation 
is based upon the maximum neigborhood in which the truncated 
Taylor series gives an adequate representation of the nonlinear 
model. Snyder(1968) used a similar algorithm in his thesis. The 
only parameters he used were the depths to the polygon vertices. 
In this study both the vertical and horizontal positions of the 
polygon vertices are used in an effort to obtain a better fit.
The partial derivatives of the gravity function are 
required for the evaluation of the parameters of the polygonal
A successful algorithm was devised by Marquardt (1963) 
for estimation ol nonlinear parameters. T.his algorithm performs
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model in all these least-squares methods. Some formulas have 
been derived for the calculations of the partial derivatives 
using Corbato's gravity function. These derivatives could 
also be calculated using numerical derivative methods.
After an initial model is selected,the determination of a 
mass distribution responsible for a given gravity anomaly is 
the objective of this study. Least-squares methods are used 
to achieve this objective. However,each least-squares method 
has some limitations and convergence problems. This study is 
concerned with these limitations and convergence problems and 
consists .of two parts.
In the first part of this thesis,gravity values are 
computed for a two-dimensional polygonal model and subsequently 
are assumed to be the observed gravity values. Then,different 
two-dimensional polygonal starting models are used with each 
least-squares method. New gravity values are computed and 
compared with the observed values for the model under study.
Some of the model parameters are constrained or fixed to 
simulate field, conditions and to achieve .a unique solution. 
Finally,the convergence rates and the applicability of these 
least-squares methods are analyzed.
In the second part,the techniques and. methods developed 
in the first part are applied in the interpretation of a gravity
T.-1650 4
anomaly in the San Luis Valley, Colorado. Geological 
constraints and drilling information control the starting 
model in an effort to improve the solution. Then, the results 




Least-squares estimation of parameters
■Statistical techniques are applied to a particular 
set of data called a sample. From the sample we obtain esti­
mates of the population (sample space) parameters. In most 
circumstances, the least-squares criterion is an appropriate 
statistical criterion for approximating the values of 
parameters to best fit the sample values (Marquardt, 1959).
Let the calculated gravity values of the interpretive
4- i-imodels at the'"‘i 1 station' be
C; = £(P,, Pa,P3, ,Pn)
where and P^ are the parameters to be. evaluated
and (,« 1/ 2>j 3, * •* *;M are the station numbers at which the 
calculated value is fitted to the observed one. The problem 
is to compute the estimates of the parameters which will 
minimize the function
*-jE(0i,c;)z
£*1 thwhere 0 1 is observed value at the i station.
"It is well known that when is linear in parameters, 
the contours of constant S are ellipsoids. (But if ) is
nonlinear the contours are distorted according to the severity 
of the nonlinearity. (However, even with nonlinear models-, )the
5
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contours are nearly elliptical”in the vicinity of the global
' (1)minimum (Marquardt, 1963,p.432).
Most algorithms for the least-squares estimation of 
nonlinear parameters follow one of two approaches.One is the.method 
which uses the expansion of a model in Taylor series and 
finds the corrections to the parameters at each iteration 
on the assumption of local linearity. This method is also.called 
the Newton-G-auss method. The convergence to the global 
minimum is not always obtained if the chosen model is in
a region where the parameters are not linear..
The other common method is•that of Steepest-Descent. This 
method is based on the assumption that the maximum decrease 
in a given function is in the negative gradient direction. 
Therefore, it is also called the G-radient method. Cne great 
advantage of the gradient methods is that any feasible solu­
tion can .be used to initiate the computation.The convergence, 
however, can be very slow. In these two methods, it is 
usually necessary to control the step size carefully once 
the direction of the local minimum has been established 
(Marquardt, 1963).
Another algorithm, devised by Marquardt (1963), 
minimizes 5 at each iteration in the maximum neighborhood. 
over which the linearized.function will give an adequate 
representation of the nonlinear function. This .method performs
Marquardt1s notation differs from that used in
this thesis ;he represents ”5  M as ” <]5 " .
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an optimal interpolation "between the Taylor series method 
and the Gradient method. The interpolation is "based upon 
the maximum neighborhood in which the truncated Taylor 
series gives an adequate representation of a nonlinear model. 
Hence, it is also called n The Maximum Neighborhood
Method . The direction and step size are determined
simultaneously with this algorithm.
Newton-Gauss Method
In the immediate vicinity of minimum 5  , the contours 
are nearly elliptical. Therefore the truncated Taylor se­
ries gives an adequate representation of the nonlinear model 
in that region." Writing the Taylor series in linear terms
= Ci(0LO) +JL ĵte A Pk (1)
Then
S4  C0;-Ci<“M « |  JtaAPj2 <2,
Now, APfc appears linearly in (2) and can therefore be found 
by the standard least-squares method by setting
T-1650 8





= - 2X  (&-< w W " X — r I AP*) 1 = 0N 7 X  **>dPkl(ou>) J^pj l(M)
M  Kl
t»l (3)
where j goes from 1 to N. Then we have N equations for every 
value of j in equation (3). We also have N parameters A P f s  
to he determinedo These N simultaneous equations can he 
written in the matrix form as




y 5Ctt.«r 3ft 5 P.
>  ~3C t’
SPi 5 P.
V  a c f  s c ;
<•=, ^ P n ap,
AP = (AP, A P2 APN)r
M  M
. . . > ! &  2 0 .  
f r ~  S P i a  P i  ^ 7  3p i 3 PmA  • ii. y  'set 5Ct... ....y 3Ci SC(
^ - S P i ^ P i  y  9P i  a  Pm
m  *
j r ' a c a c t  y a c ; a c ;
i= ,  B P n  3 P 2  {*77 3Pn a P w J
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It can be seen from (t) that if we denote the matrix by A,m rnthe second matrix is Ax . Then CsAA .
J? or eacn iteration AP’s are determined and added 
to the old parameters to get the new ones. Then 
^New  “  P OLD "P 
Starting with these new parameters, the iterative procedure 
is Continued until a specified least-squares error
M
•S = ( Oi - Cl)
is obtained. (SI
In practice, it is found helpful to correct the 
parameters by. only a fraction of AP . Otherwise the extrapo­
lation may be beyond the region where -p can be adequately- 
represented by (1) and divergence would, result .Therefore, it 
is absolutely essential that we use a step size, 0 <  I ,
once the direction is specif ied ■ "by AP . Then the new solution 
vector becomes
P  N I W  =  POLD + ' K A P .
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Various modified Taylor series methods have been 
devised to accelerate the iterative procedure using an 
appropriate step size.
Hartley (1971) shows the convergence of the iterates 
in the Taylor series method to a stationary point and 
uniqueness of the least-squares solution under some assump­
tions. He also describes a procedure to determine the step 
size as follows: The first step is to evaluate S  for 
K =  0 , K *  and K ®  and to find the level of K
for which the parabola through S(o) , S ('/*)' and s(0 at­
tains its minimum. K  wn can determined by the formula
K m,n* —  + [qr(s(o)-sCl))/(s(«)-2S(,/2) + s(o))]
In the formula above, «S(0) , S(l) and can
all be evaluated using the respective step size with the 
parameter estimates of the function S .
Gradient Methods
"By expanding S. into a Taylor series, the mini- 
mization may be accomplished by a steepest-descent type proce-^ 
dure . In effect, this approach seeks to calculate corrections 
such.that at each iteration the value of »S will decrease 
most rapidly.(Then,)if we think of the positive quantity 3  
as defining a ’contour surface 1 as the unknown parameters
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are varied, the steepest-descent procedure determines the 
corrections which are in the steepest downhill direction 
from the current trial values"(Marquardt,1959,p.67-68).
,In general, the steepest-descent direction is 
defined as the direction of negative gradient of S  as:
S>- - (
where M
as a s  . as \ t
BPi £ P *  ' 3 Pn  j
1 = 1 " J
Then except for a scale factor
S 3 “   N• ‘ V
Host of the gradient methods have been modified to 
compensate for the typically poor conditioning of the S  
surface which usually leads to very slow convergence. These 
modified methods do not use the corrections exactly pro­
portional to the partial derivatives of >5 • With these
gradient methods, as with the Taylor series methods,, it is 
essential to control the step size■carefully once the direc­
tion of the correction vector ZiP is established.
The corrections are determined.for a modified 
steepest-descent as
P»tr+,)= P,tr) + AP,(r)
T-165Q ,, 12
o *£s Ljet
where AP,(r> =  o£ N,tr>
The quantity is simply the normalised value of the
partial derivatives and defined as
n .w = (-s*)7c| W t J *
The quantities N,<"> . N g r? .... N/yr* determine the
relative sizes of and their signs. Since
the properties of the gradient methods are not scale invariant,
it is necessary to normalize the correction vector. The 
1*0quantity ' is the step size, which determines the absolute 
magnitudes of corrections. It should be adjusted from trial 
to trial.
The modified steepest-descent methods converge more 
slowly than the Taylor series methods but they have the tend­
ency to converge from almost any reasonable first guess. This 
should suggest the possibility of using a steepest-descent 
method to get into the vicinity of the absolute minimum, then 
using the Taylor series method to converge rapidly to the 
minimum (Marquardt, 1959).
We now should find a method to.specify the step 
size of the correction vector. The strategy followed in the 
Taylor series method could always be used, but Marquardt■s
strategy is also worth mentioning. There.will always be an 
0(0^  such that i f o(0̂  the requirement
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will be met unless the r trial is exactly at the global 
minimum of 3  . On the other hand, © ( ^  should be as large
as possible to yield a fast convergence to the minimum. If the 
steepest-descent directions for successive trials are along 
a straight line, then OC. is too small. If the angles between 
the successive trial values are large, then ©< is probably 
too big.
Let us assume that the calculations have proceeded 
through the iteration, and it is now desired to ad-
vance from the r^  to the (r+0 iteration. Then, the strategy 
in determining the step size o(^  should approximately follow 
the steps below:
1. Calculate and Ni*r^ N z ^ ........ N n ^
2. Verify that ^  S*r ^ . (If not, then the tentative
value for'-oC^1̂ is too large. Divide by, say 4
and go back to step l.);
3. Calculate the cosine of the angle 0 between the normal­
ized steepest-descent directions at the an(̂  
trials using
Cos 0 = £
J*1
4. Verify that . If COS©, is not larger than zero,
then is too big. Divide by 4 and go back to
step 1.
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/ f ]  _5. Calculate a tentative value for o( based on G&$9 • The
formula below has been used to serve this purpose,
od<->=  + d 2 C o S * e )
where O <  J, <  | and ( |-eJ.)< da. ^  I
The combination ,<^— 0.5 andjjsl » ^as been found saticfactory.
6. Calculate new trial values and go to step 1 to begin the
next iteration.
Marquardt’s Method
The Tayfor series methods converge rapidly in the 
vicinity of the minimum. Therefore, a good, reasonable initial 
model accelerates the convergence process. If it is not good 
enough, the iteration process may diverge due to the poor 
conditioning of the surface S . On the other hand, the gradient 
methods may converge from any feasible initial model but, the 
rate of convergence can be considerably slower(Marquardt,1959).
The principles involved in Marquardt1s method can 
easily be explained in terms of the inadequacies of the Taylor 
series and the gradient methods, hirst,’’any proper method must 
result in a correction vector whose direction is within ^0° 
of the negative gradient of 5 . Otherwise the values of S 
can be expected to be larger rather than smaller at points 
along the correction vector” (Marquardt ,1963 ,p.433 ) .. Second, 
he further comments,"because of the severe elongation 
(of: the surface *S in most problems , the. Taylor
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series correction vector, St , is )usually almost ^ 0* away” 
from the steepest-descent direction vector, Sq . Marquardt(1963, 
p,434) reports that this angle, for a variety of problems, 
falls in the range 80 < y  <  <?o® . From these considerations,
it would seem reasonable to assume that any improved method 
will in some sense interpolate between s-t and S • Third, 
a simultaneous determination of the direction and the step 
size of the correction vector would be a desirable approach 
to the problem.
The theoretical basis of the algorithm: With the 
following theorems, the theoretical basis of Marquardt’s
algorithm can be summarized.
Theorem 1: Let e arbitrary and let So satisfy the
equation
(C +  ̂ x) So ~ E  (6)
where is the diagonal matrix. Then So minimizes S  on
2  9the. sphere whose radius li $11 satisfies i i s r = j i S o i r  
where IIS II indicates the norm of solution matrix S
This theorem has been proved in the Marquardt’s paper 
by the method of Lagrange. A is a Lagrange multiplier in the 
penalty function method of Lagrange for the solution of 
constrained minimization problems.
Theorem 2: Let S(A) be the. solution of (6) for a given value
of A  Then i i s w r  is a continous function of A  , such
P
that as A — OO , J|S(A}|| —
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Theorem 3: let )} be the angle between §«? and S q  • 'Then
y  is a continous monotone decreasing function of A such
that as A —> CO , y —> O . Since is independent of A ,
it follows that So rotates toward SgL as A — *00
For very large values of A  , the matrix (C + tt) is
dominated by the diagonal matrix.It is seen from (6) that as
A-* CO so that the angle between So and E
approaches zero. If A - 0  in equation (6), then the vectors So
and E meet at some finite angle . Since E
the solution vector is in the direction of negative gradient 
as A —> . Then the. angle y  is a continous monotone
decreasing function of A  . The proofs to these theorems 
are given in Karquardt’s paper(Karquardt,1963,P .434-436).
Karquardt’s method performs an optimal interpolation 
between the Taylor series method and the gradient method..
The interpolation is based upon the maximum neighborhood in 
which the truncated Taylor series gives an adequate represen­
tation of the nonlinear model.
Scaling of matrices: Since the properties of the 
gradient methods are not scale invariant, it is necassary to 
define .scaled matrices. Thus we define a scaled matrix C
r-*and, a scaled' column matrix c. as
c‘ <• (4 ) - (4 /t«
E'=C4)= (**/]TS )
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Solving the equation C AP « g
gives a scaled solution vector. Then the equation
AP* = APk' / / 5 J  !1)
is used to find the unsealed correction vector
t hAt the r iteration the Marquardt1s equation
( c * ( r W r>l )  A P * Lr)=  B * lr)
Ais constructed and it is solved for £Ar . Then equation
Cr)(7) is used to obtain AP . The new trial vector 
p (r+ 0  _  p M  +  A p ct )
will lead to a new sum of squares ,S^r . It is essential
to select such that
s ( r + 0  <  S (r) (8)
Strategy of Marquardt’s method: It is clear from.the 
theory that sufficiently large A always exist such that
, unless APfr) is already at a minimum of .s .
At each iteration sS is minimized in the maximum 
neighborhood over which the linearized function will give 
adequate representation of the nonlinear function. ^ is 
zero in Newton-Gauss method which linearizes the parameters 
using Taylor series. Therefore, the strategy for choosing A
'A)seeks to use a small value of A wherever conditions permit 
the convergence of truncated Taylor series (Marquardt, 1965).,
1-1650 ^*25?
Those conditions are realized in the later stages of the iterative 
procedure when the guesses are in the vicinity of the minimum. 
Large values of should he used only when needed to satisfy
(8). Such a strategy would inherit many of the properties of 
steepest-descent. The direction and the step size are determined 
simultaneously and we might choose any feasible model to initi­
ate the computations.
The following strategy, taking these points into con­
sideration, has been suggested by Marquardt (1963»P*438)
1. Choose a constant and initial ^ and let denote the
value of from previous iteration. Initially take 7i s. 10
2. Compute and
3 . if s ( ^ r_0/v) ̂  , let a*r*,V v
4. If >  s Cr) and S £  S (r) let ^ (r)= ̂ r*°
5. If S ^ r*'Vv} >  an<I S £r  ̂increase A by
successive multiplication by V  until for some smallest 
5 ( ^ r" )v w ) ^  S <r) . Let C\£r)= a £r*,)V W
.Vertical gravity anomaly and partial derivatives
A procedure is desired for the improvement of the‘model 
based on the calculation of gravity anomalies due to- a two- 
dimensional body. The digital computer, method of Talwani ,Vvrorzel 
and'Land Is man .(1959) is. used for this'.purpose. The outline of the 
body:is polygonized and the anomaly is'expressed in terms of the 
coordinates of the vertices of the polygon.
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Corbato (1965) defined some variables in terms of 
coordinates of the vertices of the polygon to obtain con­
venient gravity anomaly equations. The coordinate scheme 
that has been used by Corbato to derive the gravity anomaly 
expressions is shown in figure 1.
figure 1
*31
It. has been shown by Hubbert (1948) that the vertical 
component of gravitational attraction due to a two-dimensional, 
polygonal body is, at the origin, equal to
V=  2 G f
where &  is the. universal gravitational constant and £ is 
the. volume density contrast of the body. Similarly, it can be 
shown that the corresponding expression for the horizontal 
component of gravity attraction is given by the formula
H= 2 Ge fscde
The line .integrals in the above equations could be 
expressed as the summations being made over the n-sides of the
polygon. Then n
v- 2& e l z »t wnere 3 d ©
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and
H  =  2  G g  X  ( where X( ~  X c!0
( 8
The objective here is to find a formula that expresses 
the vertical gravitational attraction.. This could be realized 
if we could derive an expression for H i  in terms of the 
coordinates of the vertices of the polygon.
A convenient expression for Ht derived by Corbato 
(1965) is as follows:
= ( 8 i W - A . - W , - )  (9)
where
Ai = Xt+,-a,- Ti« x t'xtVi +
Bi-sgi+i-gt A ; 1 +  B j i
R i s X ; z +  g '{*’ V i =  ' / 2  In ( ^ R i + i / R i )
' Si=
and
W «  = ■fan'1 (S i / T  t ̂  where -TT <1 W i  < 7 T
The partial derivatives of the vertical gravity anomaly 
with respect to each parameter is. required in the least-squares 
methods described earlier.The parameters are the abscissas, DC , 
and the ordinates, , of the polygon vertices. Corbato (1965) 
has given.an expression of partial derivatives of gravity 
anomaly with respect xo. the ordinates, , of the polygon ver­
tices. But Snyder (1968) reports that there is a mistake in 
that, expression. The correct expression for the partial deriva­








and assumed that we changed by A g t’ and moved the poin*
/ _ /8  to 6  position as shown in figure 2v ̂ Let V  denote the
vertical gravity at this position. Now if we.denote
Hi a and
the differential gravity anomaly "becomes
V-v = 2Sp[( z/- zt) - (z - z,.,)]
AV - 2 G e ( A ’H. -
The sign of the second term in the parenthesis is taken nega­
tive, because the sense of the line integral from the point B  
to A . is in the counter-clockwise direction. Dividing equation
(10) through by and taking the limit as O  > we get




The partial derivatives on the right-hand side of equation
(11) are obtained using equation (9) as:
a  A I  -  ■§ I S i  _ _  \/; ^
H i  a; v. El '
— ( B i V i - A i  W ,) (  *»+» U ‘ ~ 2̂ — y
- -Hfeb
(8;„v,., - A.., w,«)
I
4*
The partial derivatives with respect to X  could 
be derived the same way as follows:
V̂ 2G P P "1
sac* — *
where
~52-t _ f XiBt +Zi At _ vv;\
^X( U.’ v. Ri /
+  (BiVt - A i w t )  ( 3 tVl Li‘u+ ^ —  ^
and
i l B i n  =  s *-» /■ —  b *~. +  3 » A »- _  w,-,')
£ati- ai-i ^ R i
If the density contrast can be expressed in terms 
of depth, then
V = 2 G l  ev'Z;
T-1650
2  G r y | | ^ Z t + ^ -
B 3 i  *-
and




The model studies, in this research, are based upon the 
least-squares fitting of calculated vertical gravity anomalies# 
caused by two-dimensional structures, to the observed anomalies. 
The observed anomaly is calculated from an assumed two-dimensional 
mass distribution. The outline of the two-dimensional structures 
are polygonized to be able to calculate the anomaly on a digital 
computer using Talwani's method. After an initial model 
is selected , a fit to the observed anomaly is obtained in a 
least-squares sense^and the calculated mass distribution is 
compared with the assumed one.
The ambiguity in gravity interpretation poses a major 
problem. In order to eliminate some of the alternative solutions, 
as many geologic constraints as possible should be imposed upon 
the initial model. The problem of ambiguity is clearly seen iii 
figures 3 and A. A starting model which utilizes no geologic 
information yields,with the Newton-Gauss method,the interpretation 
shown in figure 3. This interpretation has no resemblance to the 
assumed mass distribution even though it gives approximately the 
same gravity anomaly. The same problem is also evident in .the 
interpretation with Karquardt's method as shown in figure 4.
The striking, feature, is that the interpretation with Marquardt's 
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2 M 2.*Least-squares error (mgals ) = ( 01 - Ci)
i-i
**Root-mean-square error(mgals) ~ 7"*■J LSfc/M
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It is also interesting to note that the Gradient method did not 
yield any solution to this particular problem at all.
The starting model is the crucial factor for the iter­
ative procedure to converge.The convergence rate is also de­
pendent upon the initial, model. If the initial model is such 
that a truncated Taylor series gives an adequate representation 
of the nonlinear model,the convergence rate with Newton-Gauss 
method is very fast.The interpretation shown in figure 3 is 
obtained in 5 iterations with the Newton-Gauss method (table.1). 
The convergence to the interpretation shown in figure 4 resulted 
in 15 iteratioiis with Marquardt’s method (table 2).It is seen 
in table 2 that the rate of convergence with Marquardt’s method 
is slow compared to that with Newton-Gauss method.
It is well known that gravity interpretation is rela­
tively difficult if the mass distribution is at a great depth.
It is therefore worthwhile to attempt to interpret the anomalies 
from both deep and shallow structures.
Deep interpretations with different least-squares methods 
are shown in figures 5,6 ana 7. The initial model is the same in 
each case. The two polygon vertices on the surface are fixed.
Since the basement rocks, may be exposed on the surface,this fixing 
can. be-considered practical. The Gradient method yields the, best 
interpretation with a least-squares error (ISE) of 15.50 and a.
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root-mean-square error (RIvlS) of 0.623 mgal as shown in figure 6 .
The interpretation with the Newton-Gauss method is obtained in 5 
iterations with a LSE of 37.25 and RMS of 1.365 mgal (figure 3).
The LSE in the interpretation with Marquardt’s method (figure 7) 
is about the same as with the Gradient method,but the ambiguity is 
still evident in the interpretations with both Newton-Gauss and 
Marquardt’s method. The effect of ambiguity is reduced to some 
degree in the interpretation with Gradient method (figure 6).
It is also interesting to note that increasing or decreasing 
the number of stations does not make much difference in the 
convergence process if the spread of the stations remains the same. 
As the spread is increased, the convergence improves and the- 
interpretation becomes better.
Starting with a feasible but a crude guess in a least-squares 
sense, the interpretation in figure 8 is obtained with Marquardt’s 
method. The LSE. is 37.78 and RMS is 0.974 mgal. With the same 
initial model, the interpretation in figure 9 is obtained using the 
Gradient method. The LSE is 71.77 and RMS is 1.340. mgals.The Newton^ 
Gauss method did not. converge from the same initial model.As can 
be seen in figures 8 and 9 , the adjustment of polygon vertices 
takes place in such a way that a least-squares fit is obtained 
in that spread of the.;.stations without much regard to the 
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to increase the spread to get a better interpretation and possibly 
a better fit. The effect of ambiguity in the interpretations in 
figures 8 and 9 is still considerable.
Table 3 shows the convergence rates and least-squares 
errors (LSE) at each iteration obtained with the Marquardt and 
Gradient methods. The initial model used is shown in figures 
8 and 9. It is readily seen that the Gradient method converges 
faster than Marquardt1s method in the beginning of the iterative 
procedure. But at., later stages the convergence with the Gradient 
method is considerably slower compared to the Marquardt 
method.
Better' convergence and consequently better interpretations 
can usually be obtained using Gradient methods.But the convergence 
with the Newton-Gauss method is faster than it is with both the 
Gradient and Marquardt’s method. This suggests that the. Newton- 
Gauss method can be used to accelerate the iterative procedure, 
once the calculated model with the Gradient and Marquardt methods 
can be represented b y .the truncated Taylor series.
In figures 10,11,12 and'I3,it is supposed that, another 
vertex can be fixed making use of a given well information. The 
Gradient method yields a very good fit and the calculated model 
is very much similar to the assumed model as shown in figure 10.
The LSE is 9.28 and RMS is 0.482mgal.With the same initial model, 
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The least-squares error (LSE) is 28.60 and root-mean-square 
error (RMS) is 0.846 mgal, hut the final interpretation is 
compatible with the one obtained using the Gradient’ method.The 
results suggest that starting with a feasible and close model, 
it is possible to get even good deep interpretations using 
Gradient and Marquardt’s methods.
Reasonably good deep interpretations can be reached 
starting v/ith any model making use of a given well information 
as shown in figures 12. and 13>. Starting with such a model , an 
LSE of 73.09 and RMS of 1.398 mgals are obtained.using the Gradienl 
method (figure 12). Marquardt’s method yields an interpretation 
shown in figure 13 with an.. LSE of 60.25 and an RMS, of 1.227 mgals. 
The least-squares errors obtained in this study are not the 
absolute minimum values. Using a suitable terminating criterion 
or rerunning the program after adjusting some of the parameters 
could yield better interpretations and fits. The adjustments of 
parameters can be accomplished comparing the calculated gravity 
anomaly to the observed one.
The adjustments in the Z- coordinates are done using the. 
flat-plate formula (Eournier and Krupicka, 1973). Cross-overs 
in the calculated and observed anomalies suggest a basis for the
adjustments in the X-coordinates. In this 'respect, the X-coo.rdinates 
of Vertices are moved to those positions for which the difference- 
between the calculated and observed anomalies is.zero.In fact,this
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is the procedure used in some problems which converged very slowly.
Table 4 compares the convergence rates for rhe Gradient 
method and marquardt1s method. The initial model which was used 
is the one shown in figures 12 and 13. As can be seen , the 
convergence is very slow at the later stages of the iterative 
procedure with both methods. There are two alternatives one 
could pursue in a situation like this: We can either switch to the 
Newton-Gauss method or rerun the programs after adjusting some 
parameters in those portions where the calculated anomaly does 
not fit well to the observed anomaly.
Figure 14 demonstrates that the ..Gradient method converges 
from any feasible initial model. The initial model is obtained 
using the flat-plate formula (Fournier,1973) and there is no 
well information imposed upon the model. A better convergence and a 
better synthetic interpretive model can be always obtained 
anytime one decides to continue with the iterative procedure.
Since the convergence at the later stages with the Gradient method 
is very slow it is recommended to rerun the program after 
adjusting some of the parameters to give a better fit. Marquardt' s 
method yielded a smaller LSE starting with the initial model' 
shown in figure 14 than did.the Gradient method,but the interpre­
tation did not agree well with the assumed model. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that the ambiguity is emphasized more with 
Marquardt T.s." method than with Gradient method. The ambiguity 
shows up mostly on the•left-hand side of the.computed model,
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Table 4
Comparison of convergence rates
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which can be attributed' to the edge effect. The fit and the 
interpretation are relatively good on the right-hand side, 
because the data are extended more to the right than to 
the left.
It is important to note that the convergence process 
with Marquardt1s method very much depends on the initial ^ 
mentioned earlier.In tables 5 and 6 it is possible to see 
clearly, the effect of the initial A on the. convergence of 
the iterates. It could affect the convergence process drastically 
as shown in table 6.
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Table 5
Convergence rate with respect to initial with Marquardtrs
procedure
Iteration LSE(a~ 0.01) LSE (3= 0.1) LSE(4 = 1
1 198.20 198.20 198.20
2 85.30 108.90 79.37
3 67.54 62.91 75.17
4 57.78 41.77 71.86
5 55.81 33.16 71.56
6 54.91 29.93 67.55
7 29.34 28.57 64.51
8 29.20 27.59 61.11
9 29.09 26.54 59.72
10 28.73 25.38 56.58
11 28.61 24.19 55.57
12 28.58 2.3.05 52.70
13 28.00 22.02 52.00
14 26.91 21.13 4-9.22
1-5 26.30 20.37 46.89
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Table. 6
Convergence rate with respect to initial /{ with Marquardt5
procedure


















Both the Marquardt and Gradient methods work very well 
with shallow two-dimensional structures.. Starting with the 
initial model shown in figure 15,the Gradient method gives an 
interpretation with a.LSE .of 62.51 and RMS of 1.581 mgals.This 
interpretation is. a reasonably.good one.lt. is possible to get 
better convergence if one wishes to continue with the iterative 
procedure. It is a good idea to make some adjustments in 
parameters accordingly if the convergence process considerably slows 
down. This technique has been used in the interpretation with 
Marquardt1s method shown in figure 16. The interpretation and 
the fit are excellent considering the initial model which is 
not a feasible one. The LSE is 7.81 and RMS is 0.559 mgal.
Table 7 compares the convergence rates for 10 iterations with the 
Gradient and Marquardt*s methods from the initial model shown 
in figure 15 and 16-. The convergence of Marquardt.1 s method 
is very fast compared to. that -,of, the Gradient method.The tendency 
not to converge rapidly with the Gradient method starting 
with a non-feasible initial model is evident in all these 
model studies. But once it. ■■converges, the interpretation. is 
excellent as shown in figure 17. The initial model is obtained using 
the flat-plate formula. There was no need to, adjust the 
parameters or continue with.the. iterative procedure. The LSE 
is. 9.48 and RMS is C.6-16 mgal.The' interpretation with Marquardt * s 
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Comparison of convergence rates from any initial guess
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**figure 18. The initial model is the same as that used witnnhe 
Gradient method for the interpretation shown in figure 17.
The LSE is 12.26 and RMS is 0.700 mgal. The convergence of 
the both methods is compared in table 8 . It is evident that the 
Gradient method converges faster than Marquardt’s method 
from the initial model shown in figures 17 and 18. The 
convergence slows down considerably at the later stages with the 
Gradient method but reasonably good convergence is already 
obtained in 15 iterations.
Now, it is possible to derive some conclusions from 
these model studies.
1 ) The Newton-Gauss method converges faster than both the’
Marquardt and Gradient methods provided that the initial
model can be represented by the truncated Taylor series.
2 ) Both Marquardt’s method and the Gradient method 
converge from any initial model.
3 ) Deep gravity interpretations are relatively 
difficult and the effect of ambiguity is always evident.. It 
is necessary to make use of as many geologic constraints as 
possible to get a reasonably good interpretation.
4 ) ' The convergence with the Gradient method considerably
s-lows down at the later stages of the iterative procedure.But it is 
always- possible to get reasonably good synthetic interpretive 
models.
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5 ) The spread o'f the stations is a major factor for 
the convergence process. The larger the spread, the better the 
interpretations are.
6 ) Utmost importance must be given to the location of 
the polygon vertices on the surface. If the station interval Is 
a multiple of the X-coordinates of the polygon vertices on the 
surface, the gravity equations diverge. There are two alternatives 
to overcome this problem: Cne is that the vertices can be assumed 
to be at some depth,say 0.001 mile. Second is that the station 
interval can be chosen such that the X-axis never coincides with 
the X-coordinate-s of the vertices on the surface.
7 ) The tendency to yield alternative interpretations ..with 
Marquardt1s method is more evident than it is with the Gradient 
method.
8 ) The Newton-Gauss method can be used once some approximate 
interpretations are obtained with the Gradient or Marquardt1s 
method as an alternative to rerunning the programs or continuing 
with the iterative procedure.
9 ) The convergence with Marquardt■’ s method considerably 
depends on the initial ^
10 ) Exellent shallow gravity interpretations can be 
obtained with both the Gradient and Marquardt’s methods.
T - 1 6 5 0
APPLICATION TO GRAVITY FIELD DATA
The techniques and methods developed in the model study 
research are applied to gravity data obtained from Gaca’s thesis 
"Gravity studies in the San Luis Valley area,Colorado"(Gaca,1965).
On profile C-C!,Gaca!s observed Bouguer anomaly is shown in figure 19.
Geologic History and Stratigraphy
The San Luis Valley is characterized by a large rift valley
on its western border and by large normal faults on its eastern
border. The basin deposits consist of the Santa Fe and Alamosa
formations which are dated early-Miocene to Recent in age(Powell,1958)
The Santa Fe formation consists of less compactable sediments such
as stream-laid gravel and sand. It is interbedded with volcanic, ash,
andesite-basalt flows,and volcanic tuff and dated as early-
Miocene to Pliocene in age(PowelJL,1958).The Santa Fe formation is
considered to consist of low-density material because of relatively
less compaction. The Alamosa formation is dated as late-Pliocene
to early-Pleistocene in age and consists of shale and sandstone
interbedded with coarse debris(Powell,1958).Relatively high
compaction causes the Alamosa formation to consist of a high-
density material.This formation covers most . of the San Luis Valley
area and it extends to a depth of more than 2000 feet as measured
in wells(Powell,1958). Precambrian rocks which.consist of granite,
and 'hornblende-. and quartz- biotite gneiss. injected by granite’»
(Johnson,1959) form the .basement, rocks in the .San Luis Valley.
5 8
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Assumptions in the interpretations
The following assumptions and limitations formed the 
basis of the following interpretations.
1 ) In profile C-C1, the low-frequency variations 
in the gravity field are assumed to be part of the regional 
anomaly, caused by relatively deep structures in the earth's crust 
and possibly related to isostatic adjustments. All high- 
frequency variations are assumed to be caused by relatively 
shallow features in the earth's crust. The regional anomaly is est 
mated by fitting a low-order curve through two or three 
regional readings. A linear regional anomaly assumed for the 
interpretation of the profile C-C' and the initial model to be 
used are shown in figure 19.
2 ) The structures along the profile C-C' are assumed 
to be two dimensional features. The outline of the structures 
are polygonized in order to ..calculate the gravity 
anomalies on a digital computer using Talwani's method.
3 ) The density contrast between the low-density 
basin fill and Precambrian basement is assumed to be 0.33 gm/crr?. 
This contrast is based on a density for the Precambrian 
basement of 2.70 gms/crrf, a figure obtained from sample 
measurements by the Bear Creek Mining Company (Cook, I960).
The average density of. the basin fill is assumed to be
-z
2,31 gms/cm. The interpretation.with a constant density contrast
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of 0.53 gm/cm is compared to that with a variable density 
contrast obtained using a density-depth function for the 
sedimentary section.
Interpretations of profile C - C *
The initial model for the interpretation of the gravity 
anomaly along the profile C - C '  in Gaca’s thesis is shown in 
figure 19. It was obtained using the flat-plate formula 
(Fournier and Krupicka, 1973). The Precambrian rocks are 
exposed at the point C ,n. Therefore, the point C ,n and the 
corresponding regional anomaly at that point are fixed in the 
interpretive initial model. Using the constant density contrast 
of 0.33 gm/cm , the interpretation shown in figure 20 is 
obtained. The regional anomaly for the interpretation with a 
constant density contrast is estimated to be the linear curve 
shown in figure 19. The.intercept of the regional anomaly 
is not fixed, because the Precambrian rocks are not exposed 
at the point O ’’. 'But. the general trend of the regional anomaly 
is 'known well enough to estimate the intercept within the 
acceptable limits.
The observed residual anomaly is obtained subtracting 
the. regional anomaly from the observed Eouguer anomaly. Its 










regional anomaly. And the accuracy of the interpretation 
shown in figure 20 is dependent upon how well the density 
contrast of 0.33 gm/cm represents the actual density contrast.
The geologic column is expected to include a large 
amount of shale , because about 80 percent of all the 
sedimentary rocks in the world is shale (Yungul,1961). 
Consequently, the subject of densities in shales is of major 
importance.
The experimental density variations in shales with depth 
is shown in figure 21. The depths are converted to miles and 
the experimental density data can be represented by the 
mathematical curves for the depth limits stated below:
For 0.00 <C ^  0.0$
£  s  S.O 5  -h 1-8
where £  is the. density for the shales.
Then, the density contrast is defined as:
cr= 2 . 7 -  S O  3 - 1.8
where 2.7 is the average density of Precambrian rocks.
For 0.0$  <. •g 0.84-6
P =  ,6 6Z +  V ('6.61)-4(4.227)^.57/-1) 1 and

























Tor O.Q4 6  < 3  ^  /- S*?
^ — O - I Z 7  ŵ - + Z - Z I O
cr= 2 . 7 -  O-127 X -  2.310
?or ^  ^  /,8<?
(2 = 2.55 and «"= 2.7-2,55= O.l S'
The interpretation with a variable density contrast 
is shown in figure 22.The density-depth curves do not 
necessarily represent the absolute density-depth relationships. 
They must be evaluated considering the geologic column in the 
field in consideration. In the interpretation shown in figure
322*, a density contrast of 0.27 gm/cm is used for the depth 
below 0.946 mile (5000 feet). The stratigraphy studies indicate 
that the Santa Fe formation, underneath the Alamosa formation, 
consists of stream-laid gravel, sand, and silt interbedded 
with volcanic ash, andesite-basalt flows, and volcanic tuff. 
Because of relatively less compaction in gravels and sands,a 
constant density contrast of 0.27 gm/cm is found to be a 
suitable value below 0.946 mile for.the interpretation shown 
in figure 22. The new regional anomaly for a better fit with 
the variable density contrast is shown in figure 19..
Gaca’s interpretation of the gravity anomaly; along' 
the profile B”  - B ,r- 1 , which is parallel to' the profile C - C * , 
is shown in. figure 23 for the comparison purposes. The similarity 
between his interpretation and the interpretations shown in 
figures 20 and 22 is evident.
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Figure 21. Density as a- function of depth of burial 
in.shales. (Curve is- 'based on data published by Hedberg,1936)
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CONCLUSIONS
The model studies numerically demonstrate that the 
least-squares curve fitting methods can he used efficiently 
for the interpretation of two-dimensional gravity anomalies.
The numerical difficulties caused by the assumption of local 
linearity of the initial model in parameters with the Newton- 
Gauss method are overcome using Marquardt1s algorithm.
Reasonably good deep gravity interpretations can he accomplished 
using both the Marquardt and Gradient methods'.Unless the. initial 
models are well chosen, the effect of ambiguity:hecomes 
evident with deep interpretations. Excellent shallow gravity 
interpretations'can he obtained starting with any initial model 
with the Marquardt's and Gradient methods. With the Gradient met 
hod, a relatively good interpretation is always obtained 
without much need to rerun the computer program. With Marquardt’s 
method, one might need to rerun the program after adjusting 
some parameters for a better fit, but the interpretations 
are comparable to or better than the ones with Gradient.method.
The'initial model chosen, plays the major role in the. 
convergence process. A feasible model always yields a better 
fit and a better interpretation, and the rate of convergence 
is relatively rapid.An. initial guess obtained using the* flat— 
plate, formula ( Fournier and Krupicka,. 1973) works well 
with Marquardt's and Gradient methods. It is an effective
6 8
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method of choosing an initial model that will considerably 
accelerate the convergence process. Initial guesses that 
might yield rapid convergence might also be obtained using 
the methods of Tsuboi(l938) or Aki and Tomoda(1955).
Ambiguity causes the final interpretation to be 
dependent upon the initial model supplied to the programs.
It is essential that we make as much use of geologic 
constraints as possible. Therefore , in the interpretations 
of gravity field data with constant density contrast,
the regional anomaly is kept fixed as determined by the regional 
field measurements. The density contrast is determined to he the 
difference between the average densities of basement rocks 
and the sedimentary rocks. For a better interpretation, a 
density-depth function can be developed using the experimental 
results arid can be imposed upon the initial model as a geologic 
constraint. It might then be necessary to adjust the regional 
anomaly accordingly.
Further research can be recommended in the following 
fields of interest.
1 ) Application "of least-squares methods to the 
interpretation of three-dimensional gravity anomalies.
2 ) Development of digital computer programs using, 
both the regional anomaly.and the density contrast as 
parameters. The regional anomaly could be fitted to a low- 
order curve rather than to a linear one.
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3 ) Limitations and convergence problems with using 
the numerical partial derivatives. The numerical derivatives 
for deep initial models did not agree well with the analytical 
derivatives. But for shallow initial models, the numerical 
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